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INTRODUCTION
Thank you for purchasing a Redekop product.  Since 1985 Redekop has been developing solutions for
managing crop residue and will continue to engineer high quality products that will optimize the performance
of your rotary or walker combine.
Read this manual carefully to learn how to properly maintain and safely operate your MAV straw chopper
upgrade.  Failure to do so can result in personal injury or equipment damage.

WARRANTY
Redekop Manufacturing 2014, hereinafter referred to as “Manufacturer”, warrants each new Redekop
Straw Chopper sold by the Manufacturer to be free from defects in material and workmanship, under normal
use and service, for a period of one (1) year after the date of delivery to the original retail purchaser. The
Manufacturer will, at its option, replace or repair, at the Manufacturer’s factory, or at a point designated
by the Manufacturer, any part or parts which shall appear to the satisfaction of the Manufacturer upon
inspection at such point, to have been defective in material or workmanship. This Warranty does not
obligate the Manufacturer to bear any transportation charges in connection with the replacement of
defective parts.  
This Warranty shall not apply to any upgrade which shall have been installed or operated in a manner not
recommended by the Manufacturer; nor to any upgrade which shall have been repaired, altered, neglected
or used in any way which, in the Manufacturer’s opinion, adversely affects its performance; nor to any
upgrade in which parts not manufactured or approved by the Manufacturer have been used; nor to any
accessories installed on the upgrade where the accessory manufacturer has its warranty; nor to normal
maintenance or replacement of normal service items.
Manufacturer reserves the right to modify, alter, and improve any upgrade or parts without incurring any
obligation to replace any upgrade or parts previously sold with such modified, altered or improved upgrade
or part.
THIS WARRANTY, AND THE MANUFACTURER’S OBLIGATION HEREUNDER, IS IN LIEU OF ALL
OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED, IMPLIED, OR OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, and
all other obligations or liabilities, including special or consequential damages or contingent liabilities arising
out of the failure of any upgrade or part to operate properly. No person is authorized to give any other
warranty or to assume any additional obligation on the Manufacturer’s behalf unless made in writing and
signed by an officer of the Manufacturer.
This Warranty is effective only for the original purchaser.
Redekop Manufacturing 2014
Saskatoon, SK Canada
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SERIAL NUMBER
1. The rotor serial number (A) is located on the rotor, on
the drive end, in line with the shaft keyway.
A

2. The straw chopper serial number (B) is located on
the chopper wall, on the non-drive side, just behind the
speed sensor monitor bracket.
Drive End

B
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0

SAFETY

0.1 Introduction
0.1.1   IMPORTANT: Read through this instruction
thoroughly and familiarize yourself with the machine
before removing these components. Do not skip steps or
perform them out of order.
This instruction manual explains the proper procedure
for preparing the combine and removing the Factory
Spreader Components in order to install the Redekop
MAV Chopper
0.2 Recognize Safety Information
0.2.1   This is a safety-alert symbol. When you see this
symbol on your machine or in this manual, be alert to the
potential for personal injury.
Follow recommended precautions and safe operating
practices.
0.3 Understand Signal Words
0.3.1   A signal word - DANGER, WARNING, or        
CAUTION - is used with the safety-alert symbol.
DANGER identifies the most serious hazards.
WARNING or CAUTION safety signs are located near
specific hazards or precautionary areas in this manual.
0.4 Follow Safety Instructions
0.4.1   Carefully read all safety messages in this manual
and on your machine. Keep safety signs in good
condition. Replace missing or damaged safety signs. Be
sure new equipment components and repair parts include
the current safety signs. Replacement safety signs are
available from your dealer.
There can be additional safety information contained on
parts and components sourced from suppliers that is not
reproduced in this operator’s manual.
Learn how to operate the machine and how to use
controls properly. Do not let anyone operate without
instruction.
Keep your machine in proper working condition.
Unauthorized modifications to the machine may impair
the function and/or safety and affect machine life.
If you do not understand any part of this manual and
need assistance, contact your dealer.
Other languages are available for this machine. Please
contact Redekop
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0.5 Safe Operating Practices
0.5.1   DO NOT stand near combine when machine is
running.
ALWAYS refer to your Combine Operator’s Manual,
and review Safety section before operating machine.
The Combine Operator’s Manual details safe operating
practices that must be followed to protect you and others
from accidental death and/or injury.
Operate machine only when all guards are correctly
installed.
Before moving away, always check immediate vicinity of
machine (e.g. for children). Ensure adequate visibility.
Use the horn as a warning immediately before moving
away.
When making turns, always take into consideration the
width of the attachment and the fact that the rear end
of the machine swings out. Attachments and ground
conditions affect the driving characteristics of the
combine.
Never leave machine unattended as long as engine is
running.

0.6 Work In Ventilated Area
0.6.1   Engine exhaust fumes can cause sickness or
death. If it is necessary to run an engine in an enclosed
area, remove the exhaust fumes from the area with an
exhaust pipe extension.
If you do not have an exhaust pipe extension, open the
doors and get outside air into the area.

0.7 Remove Key from Ignition
0.7.1   ALWAYS shut off combine engine prior to working
on it.
Apply park brake, remove key and lock operators cab.
If the combine is equipped with an additional safety
master power switch, turn this to the Power OFF position.
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0.8 Block Wheels
0.8.1   Park the combine on level ground.
Always engage the park brake and block the combine
wheels prior to working to prevent the combine from
moving.

0.9 Practice Safe Maintenance
0.9.1   Understand service procedure before doing work.
Keep area clean and dry.
Never lubricate, service, or adjust machine while it is
moving. Keep hands, feet , and clothing from powerdriven parts. Disengage all power and operate controls
to relieve pressure. Lower equipment to the ground. Stop
the engine. Remove the key. Allow machine to cool.
Securely support any machine elements that must be
raised for service work.
Keep all parts in good condition and properly installed.
Fix damage immediately. Replace worn or broken parts.
Remove any buildup of grease, oil, or debris.
On self-propelled equipment, disconnect battery ground
cable (-) before making adjustments on electrical systems
or welding on machine.

0.10 Avoid Contact With Moving Parts
0.10.1   Keep hands, feet and clothing away from power
driven parts. Never clean, lubricate or adjust machine
when it is running.
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0.11 Avoid High-Pressure Fluids
0.11.1   Inspect hydraulic hoses periodically – at least
once per year – for leakage, kinking, cuts, cracks,
abrasion, blisters, corrosion, exposed wire braid or any
other signs of wear or damage.
Replace worn or damaged hose assemblies immediately.
Escaping fluid under pressure can penetrate the skin
causing serious injury.
Avoid the hazard by relieving pressure before
disconnecting hydraulic or other lines. Tighten all
connections before applying pressure.
Search for leaks with a piece of cardboard. Protect hands
and body from high-pressure fluids.
If an accident occurs, see a doctor immediately. Any fluid
injected into the skin must be surgically removed within
a few hours or gangrene may result. Doctors unfamiliar
with this type of injury should reference a knowledgeable
medical source.

0.12 Dispose of Waste Properly
0.12.1   Improperly disposing of waste can threaten the
environment and ecology. Potentially harmful waste
includes such items as oil, fuel, coolant, brake fluid,
filters, and batteries.
Use leakproof containers when draining fluids. Do not
use food or beverage containers that may mislead
someone into drinking from them.
Do not pour waste onto the ground, down a drain, or into
any water source.

0.13 Use Proper Lifting Equipment
0.13.1   Lifting heavy components incorrectly can cause
severe injury or machine damage.
Follow recommended procedure for removal and
installation of components in the manual.
Ensure lifting equipment is rated for the job
Ensure operator is appropriately licensed to operate
lifting equipment
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0.14 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
0.14.1   A Qualified Person designated by the employer,
who is knowledgeable about and familiar with all
relevant specifications and assembly instructions and
is capable of identifying existing or potential hazards
in surroundings or working conditions which may be
hazardous or dangerous to employees shall determine
appropriate Personal Protective Equipment required for
this assembly.  
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) are devices worn
by the employees to protect against hazards in the
environment. Examples include safety glasses, face
shields, respirators, gloves, hard hats, steel-toe shoes,
and hearing protection.

		

Torque Table

Nominal Size		

Class 8.8

Class 10.9

		

Nm / (ft-lbs)

Nm / (ft-lbs)

M8 - flanged		
- non flanged

27 / (20)
25 / (18)

39 / (29)
35 / (26)

M10 - flanged
- non flanged

54 / (40)
49 / (36)

57 / (42)
70 / (51)

M12 - flanged		
- non flanged

93 / (69)
85 / (63)

134 / (98)
121 / (90)

M16 - flanged		
- non flanged

231 / (171)
210 / (155)

331 / (244)
301 / (222)

Check all fasteners to ensure
they have been properly
tightened
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SAFETY DECALS

A

STAY CLEAR OF
CHOPPER DISCHARGE AREA
Look and listen to ensure that all motion has ceased on
combine and straw chopper before moving in the vicinity
of the straw chopper, making adjustments to the chopper
drive, spreading fins, cutter bar, or any other section of
the combine.  Flying chaff, straw and other debris can
cause serious personal injury.  Keep all persons clear of
the spreading or collecting unit at all times.  Chaff, straw
and other objects can be propelled to distances of 50
feet or more, and hard objects like stones much further
still.  See (A).

KEEP HANDS AWAY
FROM RUNNING CHOPPER
Keep hands and any other objects away from chopper
when combine is running.

B

Remember, the Redekop chopper rotor draws a large
amount of air from the combine and could easily draw
in a hand or other object that is placed too close to it’s
blades.  See (B).

STAY CLEAR OF MOVING PARTS
Keep safety shield provided in place at all times.  
Contact with either the pulley or belt while chopper is
running can cause serious injury.

C

Keep hands and any other objects away from chopper
when combine is running.
Make sure the factory safety shields are correctly
installed and well maintained. Never remove the shields
from the straw chopper.  See (C & D).

D

ABCD-

Stay clear decal
Keep away decal
Moving parts decal
Shield missing decal
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CHOPPER MAINTENANCE / OPERATION
Although little active maintenance is required to keep your Redekop MAV Chopper operating smoothly, it is
very important that the following preventative maintenance schedule be followed. A regular visual check and
replacement of the high wear components will prevent larger scale maintenance in the future. The following
areas of your straw chopper and rotor should be checked on a regular basis.

Component / Instructions

1. Bearings
• DO NOT LUBRICATE. Bearings come pre-greased, there is no requirement to grease
2. Blades
• look for excessive wear of metal, cracks, or other visible damage and replace as necessary
• check clearance between the blades and stationary blades to ensure that there is adequate space to operate
without obstruction
• there should be no less than 1/4” of clearance between each blade edge and the closest
stationary blade
• clearance problems may occur when blades and/or stationary blades may be deformed by hard
objects that pass through the combine - check for and replace components as necessary
• repetitive ticking or knocking sounds emitted from the chopper may signal a minor clearance
problem - the chopper should be stopped immediately and examined
CAUTION! If one blade breaks and the chopper must be operated without a replacement then the
damaged blade and the blade directly opposite it must both be removed in order to keep
the rotor in balance
CAUTION! Never replace only one blade for wear or breakage. Eight (8) blades MUST be installed to
replace one (1) broken blade, or all the blades replaced at on time. This MUST be done to keep vibration
to a minimum.
3. Stationary Blades
• check blades for excessive wear, damage, or breakage
• if a stationary blade breaks, remove the rod holding the blades in place, replace the damaged
blade and reinsert the rod
4. Belt
• if excessive belt temperatures are evident, or the chopper seems to be losing excessive rpm during operation
in tough or heavy conditions, the belt tension is not sufficient and should be adjusted immediately
• look for cracks, frayed edges, or any imperfections that may result in breakage
• if a belt edge shows excessive wear, check for mis-alignment of the pulleys and correct
if necessary
5. Cosmetic
• clean off chaff residue from top of tailboards to prevent excess moisture from collecting
• set angle of tailboards down to allow moisture to run off when combine is not in use

CORN! SUNFLOWERS!
CAUTION:
When chopping corn or sunflowers, the knifebar blades
MUST BE ALL THE WAY OUT of the chopper housing and
ROTOR MUST BE RUN ON SLOW SPEED (800-1200 rpm)
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BUSHING
IMPORTANT: DO NOT USE LUBRICANTS IN THIS INSTALLATION

To Install Bushing:

1. Remove all paint, oil grease, etc. from tapered surface of bushing and bore of mating part.
2. See Standard mounting assembly - Figure 1.
NOTE: If bushing does not slide freely on shaft, wedge a screwdriver blade into the saw cut and the
flange OD to open the bore of the bushing. Caution: Excessive wedging will split the bushing.
3. Standard Mount – Slide bushing on shaft, flange first.  If using the setscrew, snug it against the key.  
Excessive Torque will cause mating part to be eccentric.  Position mating part in place on bushing
aligning drilled holes in mating part with tapped holes in bushing flange.  Using lock washers, install
capscrews thru the mating hub and into the bushing flange.  (Note: S bushings can only be Standard
Mounted.  Be sure the three tapped holes in the mating hub do not align near the bushing saw cut.  If they
do, rotate the bushing 60 degrees.).
4. Use A Torque Wrench.  Tighten all capcrews evenly and progressively in rotation to the torque value
listed in the table. Excessive wrench torque, closing the gap between the bushing flange and mating
hub, or the use of lubricants will break the mating hub.

To Remove Bushing:

1. Loosen and remove all capscrews.
2. For Standard Mount, thread capscrews into tapped holes in mating part to jack against bushing flange.  
Tighten bolts evenly and progressively in rotation to separate the two components.
3. Loosen setscrew to slide bushing from shaft.

Standard Mounting

Screw Tightening Information
Tapered
Bushing

Ft.-Lbs. To
Size & Thread
Apply With
of Capscrew Torque Wrench

SK

5/16 - 18

15

SF

3/8 - 16

30

Fig. 1
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A

Rotor Blade Installation Procedure
IMPORTANT! The fan blades, located on the balance
rings inside the chopper, must be installed in the
direction shown (A). The straight edge of the blade
cuts the air while the paddle trails behind and pushes
the air.
1 The blades for your chopper must be installed as
outlined.
Note: If blades are installed other than as directed,
damage to the chopper may result or performance
may be significantly reduced.

A

IMPORTANT! Chopper balance MUST be maintained.
1.1 Replace BOTH blades on single support
and BOTH blades opposite support (180 deg). Also,
replace the four at the other end of the rotor, at the
same axial distance from the balance ring.

D
D

Eight blades MUST be installed to replace one broken
blade, or all the blades can be replaced at one time.
This MUST be done to keep vibration to a minimum.
Never replace only one blade for wear or breakage
1.2 If a blade breaks and the chopper must be
operated without a replacement, then the damaged blade
and the one directly opposite and the corresponding
blades on the opposite end of the rotor must be removed
to maintain rotor balance. A total of four blades to be
removed.
1.3   Use only METRIC class 10.9 bolts (B) and class
10 DIN980V all steel lock nuts (F) on the chopper rotor.
1.4 Use a torque wrench to tighten all nuts to the
recommended values:
M10 nuts to 40 ft-lbs or 55 Nm
M12 nuts to 50 ft-lbs or 65 Nm
1.5 Always check for adequate clearance between
the installed blades and the stationary knives. A minimum
of 6mm or 1/4” is required. Check clearance of all blades,
even those that are not replaced. Do not operate the
straw chopper unless this clearance is maintained for all
blades.

F

C

C
E
E

B
A - Blade direction
B - Hex Bolt
C - Washer
D - Rotating Blade
E - Bushing
F - Lock nut

CAUTION: Always use METRIC
class 10.9 bolts and matching class 10 all
steel lock nuts when installing blades.

2 Assemble blade pairs as per order shown (B to F)

Note: Torque values listed are for chopper blade installation only, based on the strength of the bolt.
DO NOT use these values for different procedures or applications.
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Wide MAV Blade Replacement (67” wide chopper)
The center section of the chopper contains some paddle blades to create an increased airflow in the
middle of the rotor.
1.  Pay close attention to the existing pattern or to the illustration below to ensure that this pattern is
maintained when replacing blades.  Note that wherever a paddle blade is placed, the stationary knife has
been removed.
2.  To determine location do not count blades, rather count the number of slots in the floor or knife bar,
starting from the non-drive side.  See illustrations below.  When counting rows note that row 1 is in line with
the keyway on the rotor shaft.  2006 model choppers have notches in the knifebar marking which blades
are removed.
3.  The paddle blades used are HA505L and HA505R (Carbide recommended).  Make sure the paddle
blades are installed with the paddle facing out from the mount bracket as well as the blade must have the
cutting edge moving in front as the paddle follows behind.  See bottom right illustration.  The torque value
for the M12 bolt and nut used to secure the blades to the rotor is 50 ft-lbs.
Tailboard

Row 2
Row 1

(Aligned with Keyway)

Row 4
Stationary Blades

Row 3
Row 2
Row 1

Note:
Check all fasteners to ensure they have been properly
tightened.  Rotate chopper rotor manually to ensure clearance
of all blades.  When starting chopper, be sure all people are
clear of the rear of the combine.  
Start threshing module in low speed & listen for clearance
problems.  If a knocking noise is heard stop machine
immediately!  Fix problem & repeat procedure.  Progress
to full power when everything is running smoothly at lower
speeds.

Rotation
Direction
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KNIFE BAR ADJUSTMENT
1. To adjust angle of stationary blades loosen bolts on
both sides of the knife bar and use the handle to position
accordingly.  

A

2. Pull handle up (A) to place stationary blades into the
chopper housing as far as possible to get the finest cut.  
3. Push handle down (B) to place stationary blades
outside the chopper housing if an extra fine cut is not
needed.
Start with the knives completely out or only partially
inserted. For an extra fine cut move your knives in
farther. More horsepower is needed by the chopper
to achieve the finest cut possible. Adjust to suit the
desired cut.
4. Before tightening knife bar be sure the stationary
blades are centered in the slots in the chopper floor.

B

5. Check for clearance of the rotor blades with the
stationary blades by rotating rotor blades through the
stationary blades.

CORN! SUNFLOWERS!
CAUTION:
When chopping corn or sunflowers, the knifebar blades
MUST BE ALL THE WAY OUT of the chopper housing and
ROTOR MUST BE RUN ON SLOW SPEED (800-1200 rpm)
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TAILBOARD / FINS ADJUSTMENT

C

Position tailboard (A) to suit spreading requirements.  
Pull pin (B) to rotate tailboard to any of the six positions
available.

A

Tailboard Position to chop straw (Fig C):
Adjust angle to 1 of the 5 upper positions.
Position fins in the outer most edge of the slot for
the widest spread and even distribution across
the width of the cutter bar (D).  

B

If a narrow width is required pull all fins to their
narrowest position (E).  Reposition the front of
the 3 outer fins to the square holes (F) and pull
the back of the fins as far in as possible.

D

Tailboard position to windrow straw (Fig G):
Set tailboard at it’s lowest position if your
combine allows the straw to windrow over the
top of the chopper.
Move the 2 outer fins, on both sides, to gain the
best chaff spreading distance while windrowing
straw (H).

F
E

G
G

H
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CHAFFBOARD ADJUSTMENT - if equipped
Available for NH and CAT Combines

Position chaffboard (A) to suit.  The MAV kit is shipped with
the fins upward to avoid damage.  Pull pin (B) to rotate
board.
Chaffboard position to chop straw (C):
Place fins in the downward position.
Chaffboard position to windrow straw (D):
Place fins in the upward position.

B
A

C

D
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CHAFF PAN EXTENSION / CHAFF DOOR
Position chaff pan extension (A) in the upper position to
guide the chaff into the chopper.  Be sure the belting (B)
is up and over the chaff door.  Pull the chaff pan down and
out of the way when windrowing straw (E).
B

Pan position to chop straw (Fig C):
1. Place chaff door (D) down and lock in place.
2. Place sieve extension pan belting on top of
chaff door.
Pan position to windrow straw (Fig E):
1. Chaff door (D) is up and locked.
2. Sieve extension pan (A) is down.

A

C
STRAW
& CHAFF

A

D

E
STRAW
& CHAFF

D

A
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COMBINE SPECIFIC OPERATION

A

For combines equipped with a windrow straw chopper.

B

C

Windrow straw (Fig A) over the back of the chopper.  Open
the straw door (B) with the lever arm (C) or the factory
electric actuator, drop the tailboard (D), flip the chaffboard
(E) and engage the hydraulic driven roller (F) that allows
the straw to move smoothly over the back wall of the
chopper.  On both the left and right tailboards reposition
the front of the 2 outer fins in toward the middle in order to
redirect more chaff for spreading.  Bolt in place using the
precut square holes.  Proceed to operate combine.

STRAW

CHAFF

F

D

E
Chop straw (Fig G).  Straw door forward, hydraulic roller
off, chaffboard fins down, tailboard up, outer 2 fins back to
original position.

G
C
STRAW

B
Access & Adjust Sieves.
To access your sieves rotate the chaff door up using the
handle on the side of the chopper, pull the spring loaded
chaff pan extension down, stand up in front of the chopper
and adjust where needed.  Place all panels back to their
original position to close off access to the sieves.

F

D

CHAFF

E
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For combines NOT equipped with a windrow straw
chopper.

A

Windrow straw in front of the chopper (Fig A).  Position
the straw door (B) with the manual arm (C) and lock in
position in the most forward position (D).  Rotate the chaff
door (E) up with the handle on the other side, drop the
chaff pan extension (F) and allow straw and chaff to drop
in front of the chopper.

C

B
D

E
F

C

B
D

Chop straw (Fig G).  Straw door back, chaff door down,
and chaff pan extension up.

G
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For all upgrade rotors.
After tightening lock collars, recheck each individual
blade to ensure that there is adequate clearance (A)
between it and the stationary blades.  The double belt
drive, supplied with your kit, provides sufficient traction
in the toughest conditions.  

For complete choppers.
On the STS combine be sure to adjust the internal fins
(B) to distribute the straw evenly across the width of the
chopper.  Failure to do so will cause the residue to row
in behind the chopper.

r

ate

Be

Beater Shelf
B
A

Isometric View
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John Deere STS

A

Be sure to adjust the straw door (D) and the chaff door (E)
when chopping or windrowing straw.

D

For chopping straw (Fig A):
Lock the straw door (D) in the upper most
position with the handle,
lock the chaff door (E) into place
For windrowing straw (Fig B):
Position the straw door (D) down vertically
with the handle, unlock the chaff door (E)
to hang vertically.
For chopping CORN (Fig C):
Position the straw door (D) down vertically
with the handle,
lock the chaff door (E) into place

E

B
D

CORN! SUNFLOWERS!
CAUTION: When chopping corn or sunflowers
the knifebar blades MUST BE ALL THE WAY
OUT of the chopper housing and ROTOR MUST
BE RUN ON SLOW SPEED (800-1200 rpm)

E

C
D

E

John Deere S-Series
Operate in same manor as OEM chopper, please refer
to combine manual

CORN! SUNFLOWERS!
CAUTION: When chopping corn or sunflowers
the knifebar blades MUST BE ALL THE WAY
OUT of the chopper housing and ROTOR MUST
BE RUN ON SLOW SPEED (800-1200 rpm)
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COMBINE MAINTENANCE

John Deere STS - Remove Sieves
NOTE:
Remove sieves easily by pivoting the chopper rearward.
For more information review your John Deere manual.

Pivot chopper up

Remove Seive

John Deere S-Series - Remove Sieves
1 - Slide chopper back
2 - Remove knifebar (B)
3 - Remove and replace combine sieves through
opening in front of chopper
4 - Replace knifebar after mainenance is complete and
adjust all panels to their original positions for chopping

Remove Seive
Remove Knifebar B
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		400 Series
Windrow straw in front of the chopper with the MAV - 400
kit (Fig A).  Adjust door positioning plates to fine tune straw
door placement.

A
C

B

For chopping straw:
Straw door (B) is up against the front wall (C)
mounted inside the combine
For windrowing straw:
Straw door (B) is up against the upper rear seal (D)

Chopper

D
B

Windrow

Access & Adjust Sieves
To access your sieves:
- rotate the chaff door up using the handle on the side of the
chopper
- pull the spring loaded chaff pan extension down
- stand up in front of the chopper and adjust where needed.  
- place all panels back to their original position to close off
access to the sieves.
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CAT LEXION 500 - 700 Series
E

Windrow straw in front of the chopper
For chopping straw:
Straw door (E) is up against the rear wall
inside the combine

E
For windrowing straw:
Rotate straw door (E) down against the upper
chaff panel (F)
Rotate tailboard (G) down

F

G
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			8000 - 9000 Series
Adjust linkage (A) located on the drive side to position
the straw door (B).  Note the angle of the chaff door (C) is
aligned with the adjustment handle (D).

A

For chopping straw (Fig E):
Position the straw door (B) up against the upper
hood of the combine, rotate the chaff door (C)
down and lock, and the chaff pan extension
up (F).  Place overhanging material on top of
chaff door.
For windrowing straw (Fig G):
Position the straw door (H) down overlapping the
chaff door (J), lock in place.  Rotate the chaff pan
extension down (K).

E
B
STRAW
& CHAFF

Access & Adjust Sieves.
To access your sieves rotate the chaff door up using the
handle on the side of the chopper, pull the spring loaded
chaff pan extension down, stand up in front of the chopper
F

D

C

G

STRAW
& CHAFF

H

J

K
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1. Using a loader or forklift, lift the Redekop chopper into place as shown in Figure
pin sleaves of the hinge bar and chopper frame and insert the hinge pin from the
through the hinge.

2. Grease the hinge after installation
and periodically afterwards to avoid corrosion
B

			
			1480 - 2588 			

insert
hinge
pin

A

Have the chopper mounted on the combine frame
extension when ready to chop straw (A).  

2

Lift chopper into place so that
the hinge bar and the chopper
frame line up as shown.

Figure 3: Installing the Redekop Chopper.

Remove the MAV chopper in order to windrow straw.
The chopper can be lifted from underneath with a front
end loader or forklift or can be lifted off by hooking into the
3. Bolt
the chopper latch onto the frame using a 5/8" x 2-1/2" bolt and locknut (Fig
upper side plates (B).  Remove the pin on the RH
side,
Tighten until snug but moveable.
remove the chopper and belt, place on a pallet ready for
4. The overcenter bolt can be turned in or out to adjust the holding tension as nes
next installation.
5. Install hairpin in the U bracket to prevent latch from opening.

To access the sieves unlatch the pin (C) on the non-drive
side of the chopper and pull back the over-center locking
arm (D).  Be sure the access ladder (E) is in the upper
most position.  Always have the Redekop chopper in the
A
open position, when using the ladder, to avoid any damage
to the chopper tailboard.  Pull the chopper open as much
Figure 4: Installation of the plastic deflectors.
as needed (F).  

Be sure the internal fins (G) are installed to distribute the
residue evenly accross the width of the chopper.  This
eliminates the potential of rowing behind the chopper.  See
your installation guide for placement.
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AFX-8010, 7010, 9120, 8120, 7120

A

Windrow straw in front of the chopper (Fig A).  Position
the straw door (B) with the manual arm (C) and lock in
position in the most forward position (D).  Rotate the chaff
door up (E) with the handle on the other side, drop the
chaff pan extension (F) and allow straw and chaff to drop
in front of the chopper.

Chop straw (Fig G).  Straw door back, chaff door down,
and chaff pan extension up.

C

B
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E
F

C

B
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G
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TROUBLESHOOT
1. Broken blade?
If a blade breaks due to a foreign object coming through the chopper, always replace blades four pair at a
time. Refer to section 1.1 for replacement blade procedure.  Never replace only one blade for wear or
breakage.
2. No spare blade replacement available?
If a blade breaks and the chopper must be operated without a replacement, then the damaged blade and the
one directly opposite and the pair on the opposite end must be removed to maintain rotor balance.
3. Is a knocking sound heard when starting up the chopper?  
Check for adequate clearance between the installed blades and the stationary blades.  A minimum of 6mm or
1/4” is required.  Check clearance of all blades, even those that are not replaced.  Do not operate the straw
chopper unless this clearance is maintained for all blades.
4. Insufficient clearance of rotor blades past the stationary blades?  
Check that the stationary blades are centered in the middle of the slots in the chopper floor.  If they are not the
knife bar must be moved over.
5. Still insufficient blade clearance?
If you do not have sufficient clearance and the stationary blades are in the position specified in point #4, the
rotor must be moved over.  Remove all shields to access the rotor bearings and loosen bolts.  Shift the rotor
over slightly and check for blade clearance.  Retighten bolts making sure the rotor does not get pulled over to
one side in the process.  Retorque bolts to specifications.
6. Not cutting properly?
Check your rotor blades and flip or replace them if necessary.  Tough conditions will also play a factor in how
well the chopper is or isn’t cutting sufficiently.
7. Is there rowing behind your chopper?
Adjust the tailboard fins.  Check that the internal deflector fins are positioned correctly so that all residue will
be evenly distributed across the width of the chopper.  Single rotary combines must have the straw redirected
before it reaches the chopper to accomplish even spread.  In most cases, rowing results because the straw
from the 2nd and 3rd fin from the outside, lays straw on top of that from the outside fin.  Adjust these fins
inward.
8. Are your drive belts slipping?
Make sure the drive sheaves are aligned and check the tension of your belt.  If the belts are too loose you’ll
get insufficient traction and wear the belts; if the belts are too tight there will be excess wear on the belt and
on the sheave; check for sheave wear.  If the sheaves are aligned and the belts are not worn, check for wear
on the sheave as the next possibility.  
9. Is there chaff / grain embedded in the drive belt?
Determine where the chaff is coming from and redirect chaff flow away from the belt.
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FAQ
Q1. How much horesepower does the chopper need to run?
A1. HP requirement is related to type and volume of straw, as well as moisture conditions.  As a result it will
vary continually.  On any given day the same chopper could require as little as 20hp or upwards of 60hp.
Q2. How much does the chopper spread?
A2. The MAV chopper can spread as narrow as 20-25 feet.  To accomplish this the tailboard should be
lowered considerably.  Under ideal conditions the chopper will spread 45 feet.  To accomplish this, the
chopper must be adjusted to cut medium length straw, it must be running full, and it must be fed uniformly,
especially to the outsides.
Q3. How long do the blades last?
A3: It varies drastically due to cutting conditions, crop conditions, soil types, etc..  The typical life of a heat
treated blade is approximately 350 hours.  The carbide coated blade has a life approximately 1.5x the life of
the heat treated blade.
Q4. Does the chopper need to be rebalanced each time you need to replace blades?
A4. No, by replacing ALL the blades the rotor should be fully balanced.
Q5. How does the chopper perform in flax and soybean?
A5: The blades will wear faster in these crops, but with carbide coated - self sharpening blades, they will hold
their edge longer and cut more effectively.
Q6. Any special requirements for chopping corn?
A6: Yes, the chopper must run at a slower speed  (800-1200 rpm) and the stationary blades must be
pulled completely out of the chopper housing.
Q7. Can I spread the chaff with the straw?
A7. Yes, with straw and chaff model choppers.  Customers ordering a MAV straw only chopper does not
take the chaff into the chopper to be spread.  In those cases the factory chaff spreader systems must remain
intact.  Most rotary type combines can be fitted to take in both straw and chaff with one of our new MAV
choppers.
Q8. Do the Redekop blades fit into all choppers?
A8. No, you must have a Redekop Chopper or a Redekop Upgrade Rotor to use the Redekop blades.
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